
Teen Devotion 

Year C – Epiphany 3 

Uncovered 

 

One truth shared: When Jesus went out to preach, what could he expect? When we go out with the gospel, 

what can we expect? Though we pray for gospel success and hearing, the rule is more often rejection. 

 

All the people in the synagogue were furious when they heard this. They got up, drove him out of the town, and 

took him to the brow of the hill on which the town was built, in order to throw him off the cliff. But he walked 

right through the crowd and went on his way. 

Luke 4:28-30 

Uncovered Rule 

I hate to break it to you, but following Jesus isn’t the easier way. Not everyone will be happy to hear what you 

tell them about God and his Word. Not everything in life smooths out and gets easier when you believe in Jesus. 

Your family life won’t suddenly be better. Your struggle with a temptation won’t miraculously go away. 

The life of Jesus makes this clear to us. In one of his first appearances as a preacher, Jesus is rejected by his own 

hometown. They wanted to throw him off a cliff! Jesus started out another day feeding over 15,000 people, and 

the next day he wasn’t sure if his own disciples were going to stick with him. Remember how his ministry 

ended? At the cross.  

If the life of your Savior wasn’t easy, you can be sure yours won’t be either. You will try to share your faith, and 

people will push back against it even though it is the truth. The devil will make it difficult for you to follow Jesus. 

In fact, Satan will do whatever he can, not just to make your life difficult but to turn you against Jesus too. That 

is his goal and his purpose. 

Following Jesus is not the easier way, but it is the better way. It is better because Jesus has already carried your 

punishment and your sorrows. It is better because you can trust that Jesus is the King who is ruling over your 

whole life, and he is good. It is better because he promises to always be with you and to ensure that you are 

never alone. It is better for 1,001 reasons more.  

Following Jesus is not the easier way, but it is the better way. Stay close to him and you will not lose. 

 

Prayer: Lord Jesus, when the road behind you is scattered with difficulties and hardships, stay close to me and 

support me. When people don’t hear me when I share the truth about you, assure me how true your Word is. 

Do not let anything turn me from you no matter how the road of faith may be. Amen.   



Foundations Teen Facilitators Guide 

Year C – Epiphany 3 

Uncovered 

 

One truth shared: When Jesus went out to preach, what could he expect? When we go out with the gospel, 

what can we expect? Though we pray for gospel success and hearing, the rule is more often rejection. 

Uncovered Rule 

Starting the Discussion: This first section is intended to be light and easy, to engage and get the conversation 

going. Have a little fun with these questions. 

• How is your new year going? Share at least one high and low from the beginning of this year. 

Connecting: This section serves as a bridge between the opening conversation and the body of the 

study/discussion. It should get the group thinking about the topic/text even before they’ve looked at it. 

• What is your favorite Bible story from the life of Jesus? What do you like about that story? 

 

• “The student is not above their teacher, nor a servant above his master” (Matthew 10:24). Based on the 

stories we shared, what sort of expectation should the follower of Jesus have for their life? How does 

your expectation of following Jesus match the reality of your life as his follower? 

 

Digging In: Here we want to dig into some texts or the text for the day and see what Scripture says. The 

questions are meant to be open ended to give a beginning of a scriptural conversation. These are a guide for a 

spiritual and scriptural conversation.  

• Read Luke 4:16-30. How did Jesus’ first preaching assignment go? 

 

• Why is this surprising? Why might this be completely expected? 

 

• If it was you being thrown off the cliff, what thoughts or emotions might you have toward those doing 

it?  

 

• Why is it reasonable for us to expect the same treatment as Jesus? Why might it be unexpected? 

 

• Following Jesus is hard. However, rejecting Jesus because following him is hard, has eternal implications. 

Explain the kind of commitment(s) it’s going to require in your daily life to follow him. 

 

Conclusion: Here we want to wrap up the discussion, perhaps circling back to the “connecting question” above. 

• Following Jesus is not easier, but it is better. Explain why. 
 


